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This report is issued by the UN RCHCO with inputs from its UN Field Coordination Offices and other partners 

and sources. The report covers January 2012. The next report will be issued the first week of February 2012. 

CONTEXT 

Political Update 

The peace process remained under stress in January, with the parties divided on their priorities. Settling the 
fundamental issues in the constitution-drafting process (particularly around systems of governance) was the 
paramount UCPN-M priority, while the NC and UML attempted to maintain a singular focus on bringing the 
Integration and Rehabilitation of the Maoist army process to complete closure. Thematically, the parties 
remained gridlocked: categorization of Maoist army personnel depended on integration, integration on forms 
of governance, and forms of governance on a resolution to the internal Maoist policy contradictions. The 
State Restructuring Commission submitted its divided report to the Government and Constituent Assembly 
(CA) which brought an early debate on federal restructuring. Discussions continued on transitional justice 
issues and the parties were positioned to propose legislation that, in essence, provided for a blanket 
amnesty for gross human rights violations during the conflict. However, progress on the peace process 
negotiations and recently re-established levels of trust were under threat both across party lines but also 
within them. Severe fissures within the parties (particularly in the UCPN-M) had a direct impact on the peace 
process. The parties were also pre-occupied by the Maoist-led government‟s decision on 12 January to 
recognize conflict-era property purchases and registrations. 

Operational Space 

While a number of bandhs and strikes were organized across the country, there were no major Basic 
Operating Guidelines (BOGs) violations reported during January. UN and blue-plated vehicles were mostly 
able to continue movement, though development and humanitarian partners without blue plates were denied 
movement or imposed self restrictions on travel in many cases. 

However, the nationwide bandh on 5 January by the „Discharged People‟s Liberation Army‟ had the widest 
impact on BOGs signatories during the month.

1
 Normal life was disrupted as public transportation came to a 

standstill and major markets and academic institutions were closed.
2
 In different regions, the group directly 

asked some INGOs and project officials to close their offices during the bandh (while some continued their 
operations, they did close their main gates). The bandh ended the same afternoon, after the government 
agreed to address the group‟s demands. Only essential vehicular movements of UN agencies and limited 
vehicular movement of human rights, humanitarian and media organizations were observed during the 
bandh. 

The movement of UN and other development and humanitarian partners was further obstructed or self 
restrictions on movement were imposed in various parts of the country during the last half of the month in 
response to numerous bandhs organized by student unions and other groups in protest to recent price 
increases of petroleum products. 

Little progress on the return of land seized during the conflict  

Local contention over the return of land seized during the conflict remains across different parts of the 
country. No new reported cases of returning such land occurred during January, despite government 
directives last year and this issue being a component of the „Seven-Point Agreement‟ signed by the major 
political parties on 1 November 2011. However, two new incidences of land seizures were reported to have 

                                                 
1
  This group is composed of „verified minors and late recruits‟ (VMLRs) discharged from Maoist cantonments in 2010. 

They are demanding: the removal of the „disqualified‟ label commonly used to describe them, the timely drafting of a 
“pro-people constitution”; the ending of unemployment in the country; the assurance of proper management of Maoist 
army fighters who were injured or disabled during the conflict; and making public the status of disappeared PLA 
fighters and provision of relief package to their families. 

2
  Protesters were reported to have vandalized a vehicle of the State Minister for Sport and Youth who was heading to 

Dharan from Biratnagar. 

EMERGING ISSUES AFFECTING PEACE AND DEVELOPMENT 
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occurred during the month. UCPN-M cadres are alleged to have „symbolically‟ recaptured a piece of land in 
Sonigama VDC of Dhanusa District on 27 January by placing a UCPN-M flag and announcing that the land 
was still in their control

3
. Locals objected to the recapture by issuing a press statement and a joint team from 

the Nepal Police and the Armed Police Force removed the flag. In another incident, cadres of the Matrika 
Yadav-led Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist were alleged to have captured 18 Kattha

4
 of land in Bara 

District on 26 January and distributed it to landless farmers. 

Reactions in the field to the abolishment of All Party Mechanisms 

In lieu of the local elected bodies that were dissolved in 2002, „all party mechanisms‟ (APMs) were formed to 
ensure some level of political consultation with and oversight of local development planning and 
implementation carried out by government officials.

5
 The Commission of Investigation of Abuse of Authority 

recently issued a directive to abolish the APMs, describing them as corrupt and unlawful. In response, the 
Ministry of Local Development (MoLD) dissolved the APMs on 4 January and instructed local bodies to 
delegate the executive authority for district development committees to LDOs in districts and to Executive 
Officers in Municipalities. At the VDC level, VDC Secretaries have been instructed to form three-person VDC 
Boards headed by the VDC Secretary with two other line agency staff. 

The main potential impact of the decision on the functioning of local governance could be on the current 
process of consultation to develop next year‟s district development plans, though the process appeared to 
continue on schedule across most of the country during January. VDC Secretaries convened „VDC Council 
Meetings‟ to develop Village Development Plans for the next fiscal year. In some VDCs, the APMs did in fact 
participate in council meetings as usual, with VDC Secretaries indicating that they had not at that point 
received any formal circular directing them to dissolve the APMs. Rather than formally calling APMs, some 
VDC Secretaries invited political party representatives to participate in the VDC Council Meetings or APM 
members participated in the planning processes under the umbrella of the Integrated Planning Committees 
(IPC). It appears that, by the end of January, all VDC secretaries had received the circular to abolish APMs 
and APM meetings are no longer taking place. 

While most local authorities are now preparing for Ilaka (Area) councils, further progress in the planning 
process may be challenged due to opposition by local political party representatives on how to proceed. For 
example, in Sankhuwasabha District, NC, UML and Maoist party representatives issued a joint statement 
opposing the government decision and asking local authorities to not take any decisions regarding allocation 
of next year‟s development budget and to stop the planning process. In Kailali District, twenty political 
parties padlocked the Development Committee‟s Office in protest, demanding that local elections be 
conducted and that the APMs be restored until alternate mechanisms are put in the place. LDOs, VDC 
secretaries and other officials also feel that, at VDC and district levels, it will be almost impossible to work 
without cooperation of the political parties. They suggested that, even if APMs were sometimes involved in 
cases of corruption and partisan allocations of funds, they were a type of “cushion” for the local authorities to 
mediate the various demands of different interest groups at the local level. Now officials will have to deal 
directly with the demands, pressures and perhaps threats of those competing interest groups. The VDC 
secretary‟s welfare association from a Tarai district issued a statement asking the government to restore 
some accountable political mechanism in the district to create an environment safe for them in the VDCs. 
Also, as a result, some officials fear that districts might fail to meet the deadlines prescribed in the 
government‟s Minimum Criteria and Performance Evaluation. In many instances, local officials noted that 
they would continue to consult and engage informally with political parties to move forward on area council 
meetings. Nevertheless, as time goes on and no new arrangements are established, there is a potential for 
pressure to build-up on officials and eventual obstruction by local political party representatives. 

Reactions to the dissolution of the APMs are mixed on the ground. Many actors support the decision, 
stressing that government officials would now be relieved from direct political pressures on the planning and 
implementation of development activities. However, most also agreed that dissolving the APMs without 
instituting and alternative mechanism for consultation and accountability has created a vacuum at the local 
level. Groups who were not well represented in APMs have welcomed the decision. Political parties like 
RPP-Nepal, Federal Limbuwan State Council (FLSC) factions and organizations like the Nepal Federation of 
Indigenous Nationalities (NEFIN) have welcomed the government‟s decision to dissolve APMs and seek to 
ensure that they now have some involvement in whatever alternative mechanisms are instituted. 

Others believe that dissolving APMs was a mistake. Some actors believe that the absence of the APMs 

                                                 
3
   According to local people, this piece of land was captured during the armed conflict and returned after the signature of 

the Comprehensive Peace Agreement. 
4
  1 Kattha is equal to about 338.63 m² or 3,645 sq. ft 

5
   Although not specifically named in the Interim Constitution, Article 139 does create provision for the establishment of 

“interim local bodies” by consensus among all consenting parties to the agreement reached on the 22nd day of Kartik 
2063 BS (November 7, 2006). 
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could lead to greater institutional corruption as government authorities would no longer be under proper 
political scrutiny. Some actors fear that citizens will now have difficulties raising their concerns with civil 
servants without the formal involvement of political parties in development activities and that it will ultimately 
hamper overall development efforts if all decision-making authority rests solely with civil servants. Many 
former APM members also expressed a strong sense of humiliation by the government decision. An NC 
district president formerly participating in hill district APM stated that the district level political leaders have 
effectively been charged with corruption by the CIAA––and by the government with its decision to abolish 
the APMs––without an investigation. He felt that the CIAA directive to government was illegal and that 
central political party leaders had betrayed their local counterparts on this issue. 

Most actors believe that local elections are the only sustainable solution to restore accountable and 
responsive local governance after a decade of no elected local bodies; however, this is not universally 
supported. Some ethnic and identity activist groups may oppose holding new local elections before the 
federal restructuring of Nepal is agreed; they argue that local elections should not take place until the 
structure of local governments is decided by the eventual future provincial legislatures. Besides new local 
elections, most interlocutors suggested that existing monitoring mechanisms and procedures should be 
adhered to and strengthened. There have also been strong suggestions for the establishment of local 
independent monitoring groups or hearings, which would involve political parties, intellectuals, Dalit and 
minority groups, women and children to provide oversight of local development efforts. 

Continuing disputes within the UCPN-M and the recent decision of the cabinet to validate land transactions 
completed under the Maoist‟s “people‟s government” during the armed conflict have further complicated the 
situation. It is unclear at this point whether the cabinet decision will be upheld or, if it is maintained, how local 
officials will be instructed to uphold it. 

Establishment of Internal Revenue Office service centre in Bardibas sparked identity-based 
local protests  

A recent enforcement of a cabinet decision
6
 to open a government Internal Revenue Office (IRO) service 

centre in Bardibas
7
 (Mahottari District) sparked identity-based protests between Madheshi and Pahadi 

communities in the Central Tarai.
8
 Industrialists, supported by local political parties and civil society 

organizations, padlocked the IRO in Janakpur (Dhanusha District) and enforced a bandh in the area for 
several days in early January to protest against the decision. Due to these protests, the Ministry of Finance 
decided to withdraw its decision to establish another IRO in Bardibas. However, in reaction to this reversal, a 
strike was held by local industrialists and entrepreneurs in Bardibas from 15 to 22 January, which only 
ceased after the Mahottari Chief District Officer (CDO) inaugurated the IRO service centre in Bardibas, 
having received instruction from the government. Although this move assuaged protestors in Bardibas, the 
industrialists

9
 of Janakpur felt this was a continued “deceit” against Madheshi people by the government and 

enforced a new bandh in Janakpur on 24 January and begun planning further actions. Locals and 
industrialists in Jaleswar

10
 (Mahottari district headquarters) have also sided with protesters in Janakpur, not 

only demanding the withdrawal of the IRO from Bardibas but also the relocation of a number of government 
offices (i.e. Land-Protection Office, Drinking Water and Sanitation Office, District Forest Office and District 
Traffic Office) from Bardibas back to Jaleswar.

11
 

Protestors from Bardibas accused the government of depriving them of accessible government services. A 
resident of Bardibas opined that Janakpur lies “at a corner” and not along the East-West Highway, and that it 
was not justifiable for people from Sindhuli and Sarlahi districts to have to go to Janakpur for “every small 
business”. However, the protestors from Janakpur perceived the decision by the government as “anti-
Madheshi”. They argued that the establishment of various government offices along the highway and 
previous removals of key government offices from „south of the highway‟ were moves to weaken a future 
Madhesh province and a continuation of stripping Madheshis of government services and resources. A 
Madheshi leader from Dhanusa District believed that officials from hill origin mostly prefer to operate from 

                                                 
6
  This decision was adopted during the Government of Madhav Kumar Nepal and announced during the budget speech 

in 2067/68 (2010). 
7
  There is another IRO in Janakpur (Dhanusha district). Both IROs are located within a distance of 30 kilometers.  

8
  Both Janakpur and Bardibas are located in the Tarai. However, while there is a majority Madheshi community in 

Janakpur, the Pahadi community is dominant in Bardibas.  
9
  According to the Chairperson of the Janakpur Chamber of Commerce, the Ministry of Finance issued the order to 

open the IRO in Bardibas against a written promise made with them. 
10

 Jaleswar is the district headquarters of Mahottari and Janakpur is the district headquarters of Dhanusha. These two 
cities are located south from the East-West Highway. There is a majority Madheshi community in Jaleswor. 

11
  In the past, these offices were transferred from Jaleswar to Bardibas. 
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the service centres and offices established along and „north of the highway‟.
12

 He added that Madheshis 
were not against the establishment of service centres in Bardibas, but they feared that they will lose all the 
government offices as a trend was emerging to shift these offices towards the highway and away from 
district headquarters.  

Local development actors and local political party leaders in both locations proposed that the core of the 
problem lies in a resurgent sense of ethnic tension. They did not agree with the argument that the distance 
of 30 kilometers is a constraint for accessing government services in Janakpur or that the establishment of 
service centres along or north of the highway leads to the abandonment of the district headquarters. 
According to them, either move does not seriously impact on people‟s access to services, but does create 
divisive perspectives and attitudes between Madheshi and Pahadi communities living in the Central Tarai. 
These observers cautioned that, since the sense of ethnicity had strengthened in these two communities, 
any moves impacting either or both of them should be taken with serious and thorough consultation; that the 
government needed to not only improve its sensitivity on its actions that could generate greater divisions 
between the communities but also to promote collaborative dialogue between Madheshi and Pahadi 
communities living in the Central Tarai. Interviewed members of local civil society organizations and 
journalists foresee bigger identity-based tensions with the population of hill origin people, the Pahadi, 
growing fast along the north of the highway. Beyond generating political tensions, these analysts noted that 
activities along and north of the highway can have concrete consequences on people living south of the 
highway. For example, analysts noted that people in the south are voicing their opposition to a growing 
depletion of forests in the north because this has the immediate impact of increasing natural disasters in the 
south (such as floods). Instances of negative impacts as a consequence of activities from the north might 
instigate some kind of retaliation from those living south of the highway. According to these analysts, the 
tensions surrounding the emerging north-south divide may be further exacerbated during the demarcation of 
provincial boundaries in the region; as Madheshi people are demanding a Madhesh province that would 
include areas north of the highway (including the Chure range), many people of hill origin living north of the 
highway are against their inclusion in a possible Madhesh province. 

Following the 18 September earthquake in 2011, a follow-up mission led by Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA) 
visited the three most affected districts of Taplejung, Panchthar and Ilam in the eastern region during the 
third week of December 2011. The mission interacted with district based authorities, humanitarian partners 
and the affected population regarding the residual humanitarian needs, as well as early recovery needs. 
Based on the mission‟s recommendation for an immediate need for additional warm blankets and clothes for 
the children and elderly, the Nepal Red Cross Society (with support from the International Federation of Red 
Cross and Red Crescent Societies‟ Disaster Relief Emergency Fund) delivered additional blankets and non-
food items. There remains a need for additional reconstruction and rehabilitation support to reconstruct 
damaged houses. 

The Regional Education Directorate, Eastern Region, with support from education cluster partners (UNICEF, 
Save the Children, and World Vision International), has established 719 temporary learning centres (TLCs) 
throughout the earthquake affected districts.  

Government authorities and humanitarian agencies commemorated the 14
th
 National Earthquake Safety Day 

in Kathmandu as well as in the districts on 16 January 2012.  

A minor earthquake of 4.2 on the Richter scale was felt in Dandagaun in Dailekh District on 11 January 
2012; no human casualties were reported. 

The Ministry of Home Affairs (MoHA), with support from OCHA HSU and the RCHCO Field Coordination 
Offices (FCOs), conducted District Disaster Preparedness and Response Review meetings in two districts––
Kanchanpur and Dadeldhura––during the last week of January. The status of the Disaster Preparedness 
and Response (DPR) Plan, usefulness of the Guidance Note developed by MoHA, challenges in the plan 
development and response activities were rigorously discussed during the workshops. Participants from the 
Ministry of Local Development (MoLD), Regional Administrator‟s Offices, local humanitarian partners, civil 
society were present during the review meetings. 63 out of 75 districts have already completed their DPR 
Planning as of the end of January 2012, and 43 have already shared their electronic copies of the plan with 
MoHA to publish on their website. 

                                                 
12

 Bardibas lies along the East-West Highway. Most population settlements along and towards the north of this highway  
in Central Terai are of people of hill origin or Pahadis. Settlements south of the highway are mainly inhabited by 
people of Terai origin or Madhesi. 

HUMANITARIAN UPDATE  
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The effect of the cold wave in the eastern and central Terai districts remained during the first week of 
January, and mountainous districts throughout the country were badly affected by heavy snowfall. Schools 
remained closed for many days and food staple shortages occurred in remote areas of the Mid-Western 
region due to difficulties posed by snowfall for mules carrying food supplies. Several humanitarian partners 
and Government agencies distributed warm clothes in Tarai districts, targeting poor and marginalized 
families. The FCOs have urged the District Disaster Relief Committees (DDRCs) to prioritize cold waves in 
their Disaster Preparedness and Response Planning.  

According to a report received from the FCO in Dadeldhura, 85 people were bitten by rabies-infected dogs 
during the last week of January in Bajhang District headquarters and its surroundings. All the victims were 
provided with Rabies Post Exposure Immunization but the district hospital is running out of stocks and there 
is a deep concern for possible future incidents. Additional medical supplies have been requested from health 
agencies.  

Cluster Update 

Protection Cluster 

The Protection cluster has developed its work plan for 2012, outlining the following expected outcomes: 

 Protection is prioritized as a key humanitarian activity with cross-cutting implications within the 
humanitarian community; 

 Standardized protection tools and guidelines are available for easy reference;  

 Enhanced awareness among emergency responders on the critical needs for protection in 
humanitarian response at the district level; 

 Government authorities are actively involved in collaborative decisions on protection activites and 
advocacy; 

 The knowledge base of the district level protection partners is strengthened and operational support 
is provided to the district cluster leads; 

 Emergency protection services are available to those in need and a protective environment for 
children is visible in IDP camps.; 

 Strengthened collaboration between the Protection and Emergency Education clusters on child 
protection; and 

 Improved understanding of the National IDP policy amongst public officials and humanitarian 
agencies.  

WASH Cluster 

The WASH cluster held its first meeting of the year on 17 January and discussed the following agenda: 

 Identification of key priorities for CERF live saving interventions based on recent health statistics; 

 Update on results achieved in 2011; 

 Tentative work-plan for 2012 based on achievements and lessons learned from 2011; and 

 Meeting dates for 2012. 
The following action points were finalized: 

 WASH Cluster Coordinator (WCC) to participate in the discussions with the Nutrition and Health 
Clusters for CERF funded priorities and to help prepare the project proposal for CERF; 

 Calendar for Wash Cluster meetings for this year to be developed by the WCC and shared among 
the cluster members; and 

 Oxfam to propose technical review session dates to review WASH facility designs and training 
materials developed by Oxfam. 

Emergency Nutrition Cluster 

The Emergency Nutrition Cluster met on 16 January to identify cluster priorities for CERF application in 2012 
and developed the cluster planning outline. A working group meeting was held on 26 January at CHD and 
drafted the planning framework and an agenda for cluster planning. The cluster has since submitted its 2012 
„Key Priorities‟ for CERF application to UNOCHA jointly with the WASH Cluster. More generally, the 
SUHARA project of Save the Children (supported by USAID), Oxfam and EDCD of MoHP are also now 
members of the Emergency Nutrition Cluster. 

For more details, please visit the UN Nepal Information Platform (http://www.un.org.np/calendar/2011-10): 

 09 February, Nutrition Cluster Meeting, Summit Hotel, Kathmandu 

 13 February, World Radio Day 

 17 February, HCT Operational Meeting, Kathmandu 

UPCOMING EVENTS/MEETINGS 

http://www.un.org.np/calendar/2011-10
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The RCHCO IMU produced a number of mapping products, some of which are listed below and also 

available on the UN Nepal Information Platform (http://www.un.org.np/resources/maps): 

Nepal: Reports of Bandhs / Strike, 1 -31 Dec 2011  
http://www.un.org.np/maps/nepal-reports-bandhs-strike-1-31-december-2011  

Nepal: Reports of Bandhs / Strike, January – December 2011 
http://www.un.org.np/maps/nepal-reports-bandhs-strike-january-december-2011  

Nepal: Report of Security Incidents, January – December 2011 
http://www.un.org.np/maps/nepal-report-security-incidents-january-december-2011  

Nepal: Report of Security Incidents, 01-31 Dec 2011 
http://www.un.org.np/maps/nepal-report-security-incidents-1-31-december-2011 

Some of the recent reports available on the UN Nepal Information Platform are listed below: 

UNDAF Newsletter Issue #3 
http://www.un.org.np/headlines/undaf-newsletter-issue-3  

United Nations Development Assistance Framework for Nepal (2008-2010) Evaluation Report 
http://www.un.org.np/reports/undaf-evaluation-report-2010  

Gender Equality and Social Inclusion Evaluation Report  
http://www.un.org.np/reports/gesi-evaluation-report  

UNESCO Report: Assessing Community Radio Performance in Nepal  
http://www.un.org.np/reports/unesco-community-radio-performance-nepal  

RCHCO Field Bulletin: 2012 -Potential risks to peace and development from the field, Issue #33 
http://www.un.org.np/headlines/field-bulletin-33 

CONTACT 
 

United Nations Resident and Humanitarian Coordinator’s Office 

UN House, Pulchowk, Kathmandu, Nepal (GPO Box 107) 

Phone: +977 1 5523200 Ext. 1518 | Fax: +977 1 5523991 | Email: rchco.nepal@one.un.org 

Visit the UN Nepal Information Platform at www.un.org.np 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

RECENT MAPS AVAILABLE 

RECENT REPORTS AVAILABLE 

Disclaimer: The information in this report is consolidated from media, UN, NGO and other development and 

humanitarian partners, subject to availability of data. Although RCHCO aims to confirm reports independently, 

occasional factual inaccuracies can occur.  
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